2017 Glaetzer Bishop
PRESS REVIEWS
The Sunday Telegraph
With versatile Ben Glaetzer holding the baton, it’s little wonder this consummate expression of Barossa Valley shiraz is in such
impeccable shape. Accessing vines up to a century old enabled him to create a wine with super power and finesse befitting the
region and the winemaker’s booming status. .
John Fordham, The Sunday Telegraph, 1st September 2019, Australia www.dailytelegraph.com.au

James Halliday, Australian Wine Companion
91 Points
A whiff of neoprene reduction soon blows violet off to reveal a sinuous wine of equal parts flesh and hewn bone: violet aromas
segue to smoked charcuterie notes and a melody of blue to dark fruit tones. Setting the pace, while corralling the wine’s
inherent generosity into shape, is well handled oak and savvy extraction techniques. The result is one of crowd-pleasing
generosity on one hand; a visage of serious ageability on the other.
Published in James Halliday Australian Wine Companion 2020 Edition, August 2019, Australia
www.winecompanion.com.au

Tyson Stelzer, WBM
93 Points
I love the cool seasons in the Barossa, and 2017 has blessed the old Shiraz vines of Ebenezer with manificent lift and vibrant
poise. Red cherry and plum fruit is lifted by fragrant rose hip and spice, energised by vibrant acidity and structured with graceful
tannins. A great Bishop.
Tyson Stelzer, WBM, July / August 2019, Australia www.wbmonline.com.au

Robert Parker Wine Advocate
91 Points
Like all of the Glaetzer bottlings tasted this year, the fruit comes from the Ebenezer subregion in the northern reaches of the
Barossa Valley. The 2017 Bishop Shiraz combines blueberry and boysenberry fruit on the nose, and flavors from the fruit flow
easily across the palate, picking up hints of raspberries and baking spices. It’s medium to full-bodied, supple and juicy, with a
long mouthwatering finish.
Joe Czerwinski, 2019 Wine Advocate Review, 12th June 2019, USA www.robertparker.com
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2017 Glaetzer Bishop
PRESS REVIEWS
Huon Hooke, The Real Review
90 Points
Dark, dense red/purple colour. An oaky bouquet with dark chocolate and cocoa powder aromas, the palate fruit-sweet and
mouth-watering, more fruit-driven and refreshing. It’s crisp and energising on the finish and aftertaste.
Huon Hooke, The Real Review, June 2019, Australia www.therealreview.com

James Suckling
92 Points
A rich shiraz with plenty of ripe blackberry and plum aromas and flavors, as well as baking spices. Quite long, plush and assertive
tannins. Drink or hold.
James Suckling, June 2019, USA www.jamessuckling.com
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